Introduction
During the past decades, Graph-based Semi-Supervised Learning (GSSL) has many advances such as random walk [12] [9] , manifold regularization [6] , Gaussian Fields and Harmonic Functions (GFHF) [29] , and Learning with Local and Global Consistency (LLGC) [28] . Comprehensive surveys of GSSL methods can be referred to [8] [30] . Since human labels are always expensive, it is expected to maximize the utility of labeled data and exploit the abundant unlabeled data in GSSL. Active learning provides a promising direction such that human interventions are guided via some criteria, e.g., uncertainty-based sampling [17] [21] , densitybased sampling [5] [7] , expected error reduction [22] [16] , etc. Settles gives a comprehensive survey in [20] . Ever since the seminal work of Zhu et al. [31] , a lot of effort has been made on combining active and semi-supervised learning [14] [11] . There also exist several papers on active learning in conjunction with particularly graph-based SSL with different query strategies: maximizing graph cut size [15] , learning optimal graph via active model selection [27] , minimizing prediction label variance [18] , and minimizing prediction error [13] [4] .
It is noted that most of the aforementioned algorithms assume that queries are drawn from a closed pool and the characteristics of training and testing samples are the same. Unfortunately, this assumption may not be valid in many real-world scenarios because the training and testing data may be collected under different experimental conditions and therefore often exhibit differences in their statistics; and characteristics of samples may gradually change in a timelapse sequence of data, e.g., online web-document classification. In this case, even with a well-constructed graph and a batch of informative samples as seeds, it is still unrealistic to expect that the label propagation results on a large pool of unlabeled data are error-free. Moreover, a classifier learned from initial labeling tends to result in more misclassifications over time until a proper correction mechanism is applied [24] .
Hence, it is worth to consider how to further incorporate human correction to achieve better label propagation results. The intuitive way to conduct this would be to rebuild a statistical model from scratch using newly collected training data. Nevertheless, it is expensive or impossible to recollect the initial labeling set L, because it requires a lot of human annotations or special devices/experiments to achieve the ground truth. It would be nice to reduce the efforts in re-collecting the data by re-using the previous labeled data and incorporating with subsequent human interventions, which leads to the following two questions:
1. How to find out which samples should be examined by human in order to maximize the return of investment, or yield large accuracy improvement as early as possible?
2. How to propagate human correction to unlabeled samples to automatically fix analogous errors for saving human efforts and speeding up the convergence to the best accuracy? In this paper, we propose a sample selection and correction scheme to address these questions, and the main contributions are
• To derive a criterion guiding users to actively select error-prone samples by minimizing the expected prediction error of unlabeled data using the tool of transductive Rademacher complexity [10] , and • To propose a novel correction propagation matrix such that human correction on selected samples is efficiently propagated over an augmented graph rather than reperforming the complete label propagation from the beginning. Sample selection and correction propagation are repeated until most of samples are classified into a specific class with high confidence, and the graph is gradually augmented along with human correction on informative samples.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we elaborate the active sample selection algorithm for subsequential correction. In Section 3, we propose the correction propagation algorithm that fixes analogous errors. The experimental setup and results with discussions are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5.
Active Sample Selection for Correction

Overview of Graph-based Semi-Supervised Learning
Within the framework of Gaussian Fields and Harmonic Functions (GFHF) [29] which is proved in [26] to have comparable performance against the LLGC [28] , we denote the annotated sample set as
where N l is the number of annotated samples, and x l and y l are the feature vector and label vector of the l th labeled sample, respectively. y l is a row vector with only one 1 and 0s for the other entries such that y l (k) = 1 indicates that the sample belongs to the k th class. In the same way, we define U {(x u , y u )} Nu u=1 with N u being the number of unlabeled samples. The label vectors of unlabeled samples {y u } are inferred via the label propagation procedure by minimizing the following objective function [19] : 
Active Sample Selection by Minimizing the Expected Prediction Error
It is expected that there exist misclassifications after label propagation, but it is not easy for a user to determine which samples to check and correct if needed in order to achieve higher accuracy. In this section, we propose a strategy to select samples that are likely to minimize the expected prediction errors using the tool of transductive Rademacher complexity [10] .
Bound of Transductive Rademacher Complexity
We generalize the transductive Rademacher complexity to a multi-class version as 
where N c is the number of classes, In this paper, we utilize the label propagation function in Eq. (2) as the hypothesis function, and p is set to
It has been proved that minimizing the bound of transductive Rademacher complexity is a proxy for minimizing an expected prediction error [10] . In the following, we derive the upper bound of the transductive Rademacher complexity in Theorem 1, which serves as the theoretical foundation of our proposed algorithm. 
where P is the label propagation matrix P = Γ uu W ul , tr is the trace operator, and C is a constant.
Proof. In Eq. (2), the label propagation is given by
By definition 1, the transductive Rademacher complexity for label propagation is computed aŝ
where
l (n) = 1 indicates that the n th sample belongs to the i th class, otherwise
l indicates the probability of samples belonging to the i th class. By applying the CauchySchwarz inequality, we obtain
Since there are N l labeled samples, Y l 2 = √ N l . Using the property of inner product, we havê
Using the Jensen inequalities, the expectation term in Eq. (8) is upper bounded by
Note that Eq. (9) is obtained by the expectation of Rademacher variables σ in definition 1. By substituting Eq. (9) into Eq (8), we can obtain the transductive Rademacher complexity is upper bounded bŷ
Hereby, we obtain the upper bound of the transductive Rademacher complexity in Eq. (4) with C = 2 Nu .
Sample Selection Criterion
Based on the bound in Theorem 1, we derive a criterion for active sample selection:
The active sample selection for correction can be implemented as
where L is the Laplacian matrix, K is a subset of U indicating samples selected for human examination.
Proof. Minimizing the upper bound of the transductive Rademacher complexity in Theorem 1 is equivalent to minimizing tr(PP T ) as we can ignore the constant factor and square root function in Eq. (4) . Applying the cyclic property of trace gives
By putting this into Eq. (13), we obtain
Thus minimizing tr(PP
Solving Eq. (12) selects samples into K * such that the upper bound of the transductive Rademacher complexity on the rest, i.e., U \ K * , is the minimum, meaning that K * includes the most informative samples out of U for human examination.
Sequential Optimization to Select Informative Samples
Since the active sample selection criterion in Theorem 2 is a combinatorial optimization problem, finding the global optimal solution is an NP-hard problem. To solve it, we form a binary matrixS = [s ij ] sized N × N u such thats ij = 1 if the i th sample in D remains unlabeled after human examination and corresponds to the j th samples in U , and 0 otherwise. Then L uu =S T LS, so the problem in Theorem 2 can be reformulated as
Using eigenvalue analysis, the Laplacian matrix is decomposed as L = QΛQ T where Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues and Q is a matrix containing normalized eigenvectors. Due to the orthogonality of eigenvectors (i.e., QQ T = I N ), the problem in Eq. (16) can be rewritten as
(18) Denoting R =S T Q, the problem can be rewritten as
Since RR T = I Nu , we have
It is easy to see that Eq. (21) can be expressed as a sum of three trace terms, which are
and
Since the sample selection is an NP-hard problem, we propose a sequential minimization algorithm to find an optimal solution of R; given that k − 1 samples are already selected, the subsequent k th sample is selected to result in the minimum increment of the objective function. Formally, the k th sample is selected by solving the following problem:
Note that Φ k can be updated by matrix (vector) multiplication and addition in Eq. (27) , which is much more efficient than the matrix inverse.
In the sequential minimization, given R k−1 and Φ k−1 , we are searching a column vector q k (the transpose of the k th row vector in Q) that minimizes the objective function. Once the k th sample is selected, R T k R k and Φ k can be updated by substituting the optimal q k * into Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) , respectively. We summarize the sample selection method in Algorithm 1, following which a batch of informative samples can be selected for human correction. Select a sample out of unlabeled samples by solving
Update the selected sample set: K ← K ∪ {k * }.
6:
Note: R1 is initialized by stacking the rows in Q that are corresponding to samples in U before human correction is conducted,
, and K is ∅ as initialization.
Correction Propagation on a GraduallyAugmented Graph
Once a user recognizes some errors when checking the samples recommended by the active sample selection, and corrects them manually, it is desirable to search for similar errors that can be fixed based on the given human intervention. The intuitive way to conduct this task would be to rebuild or modify the affinity matrix in Eq. (1) and re-perform label propagation as Eq. (2). However, this re-propagation scheme is very inefficient for the interactive correction because the inverse of the large Laplacian matrix in Eq. (2) needs to be recalculated again and again. Instead, we propose a scheme based on augmented graph [31] to handle a batch of samples at each round for more effective and efficient interaction.
We build an augmented graph by adding auxiliary nodes (called virtual supervisors and denoted by S = {y s }
Ns s=1
with N s being the number of virtual supervisors and y s being the given human label on the s-th sample) and connecting them to the corrected samples with weight w such that w → +∞. Then the weighted adjacency matrix of the augmented graph can be built by adding some rows and columns to the original weighted adjacency matrix as follows:
where O ls , O sl and O ss are zero submatrices with appropriate sizes, and W us = wZ us and W su = wZ su = wZ
T us
where Z us and Z su are binary indicator matrices indicating which virtual supervisor is connected to which unlabeled sample. Similar as Eq. (1), label propagation over this augmented graph can be obtained as
where L + uu denotes the Laplacian submatrix of the augmented graph corresponding to unlabeled samples and Γ + uu is its inverse; Y s is the label matrix of virtual supervisors.
In the following, we derive how to efficiently compute Γ + uu and Y + u . The submatrix of the degree matrix of the augmented graph corresponding to unlabeled samples is computed as
Note that 
and accordingly Γ + uu can be calculated using the Binomial inverse theorem [25] as
where Γ uk , Γ kk , and Γ ku are submatrices of Γ uu such that
, ∀i ∈ K, j ∈ U where K is a subset of selected samples among U for human verification (Section 2). By substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (29), the updated labels can be obtained by some linear algebra computations:
where Y u is the current label indicator, which has been updated during the previous correction propagation; Y k is a submatix of Y u that is constructed by stacking the rows of Y u which correspond to samples verified by human. Γ kk is related to the human corrected samples, and Γ uk is corresponding to the samples that are affected by the human corrections. Hence, human corrections are propagated to the remaining unlabeled samples in U via
kk , therefore fixing samples undergoing similar errors.
We denote Γ uk Γ −1 kk as the correction propagation matrix. By propagating the human correction information (Y s ) through this matrix, the classification results can be incrementally improved. Note that, to update Y + u , we compute the inverse of Γ kk in Eq. (33) which is a small N s × N s matrix, rather than L + uu in Eq. (29) which is a large N u × N u matrix. As a result, correction propagation is efficiently performed, and misclassification is effectively corrected in the meantime. In summary, we detail the active correction propagation algorithm in Algorithm 2. Use Algorithm 1 to select N s samples as subset K, and obtain its human correction Y s .
5:
Implement correction propagation as
Compute the sample uncertainty using entropy as
7: until most labels are certain, i.e.,
Nu u=1
H(u) < th.
Experiments
Our method is evaluated and compared with several other learning methods extensively on several datasets including mismatch between training and testing data, and data evolution over time.
Comparison Methods
To verify the effectiveness of our active sample selection and correction propagation in classification, we compare our method against alternative learning algorithms. First, we implemented two classification algorithms solely based on initially annotated samples without subsequent human correction:
• Random annotation and no correction [29] : Random annotation performs uniform sampling on the dataset to select samples for initial labeling. The classification is achieved by Eq. (2) without the correction step, which acts as the baseline method.
• Active annotation and no correction [13] : We apply the same label propagation algorithm by using the most informative samples as seeds that are drawn actively by minimizing the expected prediction error, but without any correction.
We also implemented three algorithms that apply correction mechanism on top of active annotation at the beginning:
• Active annotation and random correction: We select a portion of the most informative samples via active annotation [13] as initial labeling, then randomly select samples and request human checks and corrections. Manual interventions are propagated to the unlabeled samples following Eq. (33).
• Active annotation and sequential correction: As a comparison, we implement the sequential correction [31] on top of the samples that are actively selected via active annotation [13] .
• Active annotation and active correction: After obtaining a portion of samples via active annotation [13] , we actively correct the results based on our proposed sample selection and correction propagation algorithms.
As a special case, we implement the classification task by ignoring the labeled data; then, our active sample selection and subsequential correction propagation becomes
• Active correction and no annotation: In section 2.2.3, when D = U (i.e., no initial annotations),S = I N and R k−1 is initialized as Q in Algorithm 1. In this scenario, we actively select the informative samples and then utilize them to conduct the classification.
In order to reduce the bias, the result is averaged over 10 trials on the entire dataset if samples are selected randomly, including random annotation and no correction and active annotation and random correction.
Classification on Mismatched Data
In order to show the performance of our proposed algorithm on data whose training and testing samples are of different feature distributions, i.e., feature related but not matched very well, we use two real-world benchmark datasets:
• USPS handwritten digits (USPS). This database has a set of images containing handwritten digits, which are divided into training and testing sets with 4649 samples each [1].
• ISOLET spoken letter (ISOLET). This database contains 150 subjects who spoke the name of each letter of the alphabet twice [2], and we use the first 60 subjects as training data and others as testing data.
To further enforce the mismatch between the training and testing data, we artificially introduce errors to the labels and add noise to the feature in the training dataset. Specifically, 5% of labels in the training dataset are chosen randomly, then intentionally changed to wrong labels; and we added Gaussian noise to the feature vector x with zero mean and standard deviation σ = 10% · max( x 2 ).
The classification results on the testing dataset are reported in Fig. 1 . As is expected and observed, the accuracies (y-axis) of all methods including the baseline method are improved as the number of labeled samples (x-axis) increases. If the samples are actively selected for labeling from the training dataset, the performance improves more rapidly and levels off earlier than random annotation (blue triangle vs. blue X mark), since the informative samples are drawn early and annotated first. However, the performance is not further improved at some low point once the number of the annotated samples reaches a certain level due to the mismatching between the testing and training data (blue curves).
In contrast, we can achieve a higher performance when correction is involved. We reuse a portion of the most informative samples that are actively drawn from the training dataset, and apply correction propagation on top of the initial label propagation results. If the correction is conducted randomly (red curves marked with X marks), the classification accuracy improves more rapidly than active annotation without correction (blue curves marked with triangle marks), because correction is propagated to other samples, automatically correcting similar errors. However, in this active annotation and random correction, users have no clue on which samples are informative to be checked and corrected if needed. Our active annotation and active correction provides guidance for human to examine the most informative samples. Its accuracy (red curves marked with triangle marks) demonstrates that the performance converges to a high quality result more rapidly than the alternative methods thanks to active selection of informative samples that minimizes the expected predicted error of unlabeled samples. The human examination of the first 3% of samples results in approximately 10% accuracy improvement, as shown in the very early stage of human correction (beginning of red curves marked with triangle marks). This implies that the samples initially selected have typical errors, so correction on them can fix a lot of similar cases, thereby significantly reducing human efforts in refining the results. On contrast, the sequential correction tries to draw samples by minimizing the risk of harmonic energy function, but it does not guarantee the quality of predictions on the unlabeled data, which results in a slower convergence rate (red curves with circle marks).
As a special case, we ignored the samples that are drawn from the training data, and the classification is implemented solely based on correction (green curve with triangle marks). As is observed, the performance is not comparable to the previous algorithms that involve active annotation when the number of the corrected sample is small, since it does not leverage the information from labeled examples. The curve is getting closer to that with active annotation and active correction, since the impact of corrected examples from the testing dataset tends to dominate. However, the convergence speed is still slower than that of active annotation and active correction.
Classification on Gradually Evolved Data
Our proposed method also shows advantages on a dataset that expands over time with more and more unseen data. In order to demonstrate the empirical evidence, we use the time-lapse image sequences for evaluation.
• Time-lapse phase contrast microscopy images (Cell). This database contains different types of cells, including muscle stem cell of a progeroid mouse (Seq1) and C2C12 myoblastic stem cell (Seq2). Each frame contains as few as 50 cells and as many as 800 cells.
From each sequence, we select image frames with a certain interval [3] . Phase retardation feature of cells is restored, and each frame is partitioned into phasehomogeneous atoms [23] . Cell segmentation is realized by classifying the atoms into specific classes.
Specifically, we annotated the cells in the first frame of each sequence, based on which we train a classifier that is applied for segmentation of cells in the subsequent frames. As various factors from overall illumination to each cell's visual properties adapted to the environment (e.g., increased density of cells) can change over time, a gradually increasing level of misclassification is expected. In such a case, misclassifications are fixed based on our proposed correction propagation method in Algorithm 2. Examples of the cell segmentation results for the subsequential frames are shown in Fig. 2 . In column (c) and (d), we demonstrate the soft and hard segmentation results based on label propagation of the initial human annotation from the first image. As can be seen in column (d), there contain several errors in the segmentation result, i.e., some dark cells are missed and bright halos are misclassified into cells in Seq1; and some dark-adjacent atoms are classified into dark cells in Seq2. These errors are partly ascribed to inadequate or unbalance human labels, but also to visual changes of cells and environment over time. Some of (a.1) the atoms containing errors were automatically selected by our algorithm to be verified and corrected by a human, as is shown in column (e). In column (f) and (g), we demonstrate the improved soft and hard segmentation results after human correction and its propagation. As shown, in addition to the errors of atoms selected by active atom selection, similar errors of other atoms are also effectively fixed. It is also noted that if there is no misclassification, the previous label propagation results are not influenced by subsequent human correction, as is shown in columns (d) and (g) corresponding to the sub-image (2) of Fig.2 (a.2) .
The quantitative evaluation is reported in Fig. 3 . As the figure shows, cell segmentation without correction (blue curves), no matter whether randomly or actively annotated samples are selected, is not comparable to the results when subsequent correction is involved (red curve). The main reason is that the visual characteristics of cells gradually change over time due to the cells' reaction to the change of its environment. If human correction is performed after the label propagation from the initial annotation, the performance is improved greatly as more information is provided by a user, since cells with different features that are not included in the first frame are identified and well segmented. In particular, correction guided by active sample selection converges more quickly than random correction, since more informative samples are selected at early stage. The sequential correction can also handle the evolving data stream but one query is selected at a time and the classifier needs to be retrained accordingly, which is apparently very slow, making the method impractical. In contrast, our method can process multiple queries at the same time thereby providing a practical solution for real-world problems. It is also observed that a user needs to correct more samples if the initial annotation is ignored, since cells in each frame within a sequence share some similar characteristics. Therefore, re-using the annotated sample reduces human efforts in correction.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an active sample selection and correction propagation algorithm for graph-based semisupervised learning. After performing initial classification through label propagation, we actively select informative samples among unlabeled ones by minimizing the expected prediction error, and request human validation on them. Once classification error is identified and corrected, the correction is propagated to the remaining unlabeled samples through our proposed correction propagation method, which is efficient since it does not involve reconstruction of the affinity graph, resulting in effective corrections on similar errors. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed active sample selection and correction propagation achieve high quality classification results with less human efforts for both mismatched and time-evolved data.
